WORKSTATION ACCESSORIES:
Find an assortment of accessories that easily integrate with your THS workstations. The THS modular
system is adaptable to your changing work flow needs and this also applies to your use of accessories.
Configure and reconfigure to your hearts content in order to optimize functionality of your space and
accelerate your productivity.

Accessory Categories:
Drawers and Cabinets
Locking Casters
Lighting
Power Strips
Network Patch Panels
Monitor Arms
CPU Trays
Tote Bar and Totes
Peg Boards

Drawers and Cabinets:
Drawer options are a 6” x 12” x 20” drawer with lock set. Attaches to underside of the Benchtop
12” “file” drawer: 12” x 12” x 20” can be attached to benchtop or attached to other drawers and all
hung below the benchtop. Integrated THS locking flipper cabinets available in 24”, 30” or 36” sizes.

Locking Casters:
Caster with locks that lock the swivel and wheel for total immobility. Made from heavy guage cold rolled
steel and features double ball raceways for added strength and long service life. Zinc plated for a
corrosion resistant finish. Number of casters required relates to configuration of the THS Module
Workstation.

Lighting:
There are two options for lighting: Option 1. Under shelf lighting comes as a LED light in a sleek aluminum
housing that attaches to the underside of THS shelves with magnets.
Option 2. Workshop style LED fixture that attaches to a “Light Task Bar” which mounts to the THS
uprights on the workstation. Light Task Bar is sized to the total width of the workstation. Choices are
48”, 60” 72” and 96”.

Power Strips:
Power strips come in a 1U configuration that mounts into our THS data com bracket that in turn mounts
to the workstation uprights. The bracket must be sized to the minimum module size of your workbench,
24”. 30”, 36” or 48”. Brackets can come with a 1U or 2 U openings. You may specify a power strip at
either 15 amps or 20 amp capacity. Both types come with a 12 socket capacity, the sockets are
configured with 6 facing forward and 6 on the backside of the strip.

Network Patch Panels:
Network Patch Panels come in a 1U or 2U configurations that mounts into our THS data com bracket
that in turn mounts to the workstation uprights. The bracket must be sized to the minimum module size
of your workbench, 24”. 30”, 36” or 48”. Brackets can come with a 1U or 2 U openings. See Photo
You may specify Network Patch Panel at 12, 24, 36 or 48 connection capacity. Select the one that best
fits your needs.

Monitor Arms:
Monitor Arms come in several flavors, for them to easily mount to the THS style workstation, the proper
bracket for the particular arm is required. Brackets also need to be the proper size based on your THS
module width. Choose Module width then the type of bracket needed for your monitor arm.

CPU Tray/Shelf:
CPU Trays come in several flavors, for them to easily mount to the THS style workstation, the proper
bracket for the particular tray is required. Brackets also need to be the proper size based on your THS
module width. Choose Module width then the type of bracket needed for your monitor arm.

Tote Bars and Totes:
Tote bars are brackets attached to the workstation uprights that can hold totes of various sizes and type.
The totes are used to hold components that are being used in an assembly at the workstation. This
allows the worker to focus on the work at hand and not have to go looking for components.
Choose Tote bar by total length of the workstation; 48”, 60”, 72”, or 96”. Tote choice is based on the
user requirements.

Pegboards:
Metal, tempered hardwood commercial grade, and composite pegboard panels with THS mounting brackets are
designed to integrate with various THS modular workstation configurations.

*If you are not sure what you need or what you want is not listed above, contact us as we are ready to
be of assistance in finding the right solutions for you.
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